Abstract-State of the art performance of 3D EEG imaging is based on reconstruction using spatial basis function representations. In this work we augment the Variational Garrote (VG) approach for sparse approximation to incorporate spatial basis functions. As VG handles the bias variance trade-off with cross-validation this approach is more automated than competing approaches such as Multiple Sparse Priors (Friston et al., 2008) or Champagne ) that require manual selection of noise level and auxiliary signal free data, respectively. Finally, we propose an unbiased estimator of the reproducibility of the reconstructed activation time course based on a split-half resampling protocol.
I. INTRODUCTION
We are interested in fast and accurate reconstruction of the sources of macroscopic EEG signals measured by surface electrodes. The aim of the reconstruction is to infer the spatio-temporal structure of the source signals supporting our long term goal: To combine EEG and behavioral data with neuroscience databases for real-time annotated and interpreted brain monitoring. The lack of spatial precision is one of the major challenges to such a program. The state of the art in high accuracy spatio-temporal reconstruction is represented by the multiple sparse priors (MSP) approach [1] , [2] , based on spatial basis functions and an approximate inference scheme using socalled automatic relevance determination (ARD) [3] , [4] , [5] , and the Champagne framework [6] , [7] . These methods are based on a combination of approximate Bayesian inference and simple heuristics, such as tuning temporal complexity by the Kaiser criterion and weakly informative hyper priors [1] or use noise estimates from other data [6] . The implicit regularization in ARD, leading to sparse solutions, is implemented by the divergence of certain precision parameters forming a highly complex optimization problem [8] , [9] . Here we explore an alternative approach which combines approximate Bayesian inference and resampling methods for a more automated approach to source reconstruction in relevant spatial baseswithout sacrificing accuracy or speed. The main contributions in this work are the following 1) We show that the MSP basis function approach can easily be adapted to the Variational Garrote (VG). 2) In the VG an unbiased cross-validation step is used to optimize and validate sparsity. 3) We introduce an unbiased measure of the reproducibility of the activation time course based on a split-half resampling protocol.
II. THE EEG INVERSE PROBLEM
Reconstruction of the EEG source distribution is based on the well-established linear relation between the measured scalp EEG potentials and the cortex level EEG generators [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [2] . Noting that the inverse mapping from electrodes to cortical sources is highly ill-posed, regularization is needed. We follow a Bayesian approach and control complexity by assigning priors. Sparsity of the solution is a well-known means for complexity control and at the same time motivated for EEG by recent work on the dipolar nature of independent signal components [14] . The Variational Garrote (VG), originally proposed by Kappen et al. [15] has been adapted to the EEG reconstruction problem [16] . The approach promotes sparse solutions by introducing a binary variable for each potential dipole location, implementing a flexible and adaptive description of the dipole support. A spatio-temporal multiple measurements vector approach is obtained by the additional assumption that the support is constant within a given time window (time expanded VG, teVG) [17] .
The simple VG/teVG modifications to the linear regression problem, relating the EEG potentials Y ∈ R K×T to the sources X ∈ R N ×T through lead fields A ∈ R K×N , are Linear reg.
where S nt and s n are binary variables ∈ {0, 1} and the additive noise is assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean. Using variational approximation, as described by [15] the solutions to VG and teVG can be found. Note that computation time is markedly reduced in teVG compared to individual VG reconstructions for each time point [17] . Furthermore source recovery is also greatly improved [17] . In the following, teVG is augmented to incorporate spatial basis functions. In order to make teVG more comparable with MSP, we assume in the following constant support across the whole time frame. It could be argued that dividing the data into smaller time windows would be more appropriate as brain activity can happen on short time scales [18] .
A. Implementation of Basis Functions
Basis functions are included to model the synchronous activity seen between neighboring neurons [20] . Following the framework of constructing spatial source components in MSP [1] , we sample the basis functions from a coherence matrix based on the Green's function encompassing the connectivity of the cortical mesh [1] . The outcome is a set of source basis functions with compact support, see example in Fig. 1 , which also shows the center vertices of 768 components.
We sample C/3 basis functions per hemisphere and additionally create C/3 bilateral functions from the unilateral functions. The C basis functions can therefore model both unilateral and bilateral activity. The set of functions, make up the basis B ∈ R N ×C . Transforming the regression problem, it now relates the observations across time Y ∈ R K×T to the source functions X C ∈ R C×T through the lead fields A ∈ R K×N and the basis B
where D ∈ R K×C . Following equations (1)- (3) teVG is easily applied to the constructed basis functions, where we now have C binary variables. Note, the source functions are projected back to the original source space by X = BX C . In the following analyses C = 768 basis functions are applied.
III. SIMULATIONS Through simulations emulating real EEG the localization accuracy is investigated. Two areas of activation are simulated having temporal dynamics as shown in Fig. 2 , upper panel. Their locations correspond to the left and right fusiform face areas (FFAs) as found by Henson et al. (2003) [19] in an fMRI study. The peak activity in the left and right FFAs were reported in MNI space at (−39, −51, −24) mm and (42, −45, −27) mm, respectively. Each FFA is simulated to cover seven sources whose locations can be seen in Fig. 3(a) . The forward field matrix employed is described in the next section where actual EEG source reconstruction is performed [21] , [22] . The dimensions of the current simulation therefore correspond to the upcoming EEG analysis, where the cortex is divided into N = 8196 vertices and the EEG is measured through K = 128 electrodes.
The teVG is compared to MSP across 1000 simulations at signal to noise ratios (SNRs), 1 and the described spatial basis functions. The temporal complexity is controlled in MSP by dimensionality reduction using principal component analysis, with a heuristic variance threshold applied to the time series before applying the ARD inference scheme. The sparsity level in teVG is selected in four-fold cross-validation (with resampling of electrodes), while the noise variance is estimated by the Bayesian scheme.
The mean localization errors are reported in Table I and the mean solutions for SNR = 10 are visualized in figures 3(b) and (c) using MSP and teVG respectively. The overall impression from Fig. 3 is that the teVG reconstruction is more focal, while MSP produces more scattered activity by reconstructing dipoles further away from the true activity, i.e. in the mid frontal/parietal and anterior temporal regions. Comparing in Table I MSP and teVG we find that MSP is on average 0.3 mm more accurate, hence, the more automatic teVG approach leads to localization results that are close to state of the art methods. For both methods the time complexity of reconstruction depends on a number of choices (number of iterations etc.), here we have tuned these parameters to result in approximately the same time complexity (a total of Δ = 10-15 s including cross-validation in teVG).
In a related experiment the FFA patches reported in [19] are moved to the location of their respective nearest source function centers. The aim here is to investigate whether the localization error decreases when the actual sources are close to a basis function center. The results are seen in Table I . The relative insignificant changes indicate that selection of basis functions is not critical to the result.
IV. EEG ANALYSIS
We now test teVG with basis functions on a benchmark 128-channel EEG data set from a subject viewing faces and scrambled faces. The paradigm of the face perception study is described in [19] and the data can be accessed via http:// www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/data/mmfaces/. The forward model used here, is a symmetric BEM head model produced in SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) with the open source plugin OpenMEEG [22] . As earlier, the cortex is divided into N = 8196 vertices which are projected to C = 768 basis functions. About 150 epochs are recorded of each of the two conditions. The source reconstructed difference of their means can be seen in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) using MSP and teVG, respectively. The temporal dynamics of the two strongest sources at 170 ms are shown in Fig. 5 . These correspond for both methods, to one source in the left and one in the right hemisphere. Fig. 5 shows in three panels the time courses of these two sources with their: a) 90% posterior distribution confidence intervals (only shown for MSP), and the resampling confidence intervals for the MSP (b) and teVG (c). Confidence intervals in figures 5(b) and (c) are estimated through 100 repetitions of split-half resampling of condition epochs, i.e. they arise from a total of 2 · 100 = 200 source reconstructions, see e.g., [23] . The differential responses found are close to zero in the pre-stimulus time window ([−200, 0] ms) and peak at around 170 ms post-stimulus; the critical time scale for face perception [19] . The unbiased resampling based confidence intervals in the range 150-300 ms, are seen to be larger for MSP (5b) compared to teVG (5c). More specifically at t = 170 ms MSP has standard deviations of 0.42 (left dipole) and 0.47 (right dipole), where teVG has respectively 0.29 and 0.23. We note that the posterior and the resampling based uncertainties show some similarity although quite different in 'statistical meaning' -the former quantifies the uncertainty within the model given the specific data set, while the latter represents the expected variability under repeated experiments.
The consistency of the locations of the recovered dipoles (the strongest left and right) found when using the whole data [21] . The blue are in the FFA, the red in the OFA, the remaining clusters discovered are shown in green.
set and in the split-halves is examined for the two methods. Compared to applying MSP to the mean difference across all epochs, the 2 × 100 splits recover on average the same left dipole (29 + 43)/2 = 36times and the right dipole (12 + 15)/2 = 13.5 times. For teVG the locations of the splits' strongest dipoles comply (58 + 57)/2 = 57.5 times for the left and (69 + 65)/2 = 67 times for the right. Thus, in general teVG is more consistent with respect to the recovery of the strongest dipoles. Fig. 4 the source locations for MSP and teVG, MSP seems to have a better overlap with the FFA (blue square in Fig. 4 as found by fMRI in [21] ), whereas teVG seems to better locate the right occipital face area (red square). V. CONCLUSION In conclusion we have shown that the MSP spatial basis function approach can be adapted easily to the Variational Garrote (VG). The VG applies cross-validation for estimation of its regularization strength, i.e, the effective sparsity level while the noise level is inferred, hence it does not require manual tuning of temporal complexity as in the MSP approach nor auxiliary signals for noise estimation as in Champagne. Finally, we used split-half resampling to provide an unbiased measure of the reproducibility of the activation time courses of the reconstructed spatial sources. For both MSP and teVG we found that the differential responses peaked around 170 ms post-stimulus, a timing that is well established for the face specific response [19] . The unbiased resampling based confidence intervals were found to be larger for MSP compared to teVG in the vicinity of this peak activity. ACKNOWLEDGMENT This work is supported by the Danish Lundbeck Foundation via the Center for Integrated Molecular Brain Imaging.
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